
When I began doing research for this site in 2002, I came across a player named C. Shields
who scored on a 93-yard run from scrimmage for the Oilers against Corry in 1914.

It was  the second longest TD run in Oil City history, topped only by Bert McClellan's 97-yard TD
against Strong Vincent in 1997 and since bettered by Noah Petro’s 98-yard scamper against
Meadville in 2019..

The only problem was, I didn't have a first name for Shields. Back in the day, it wasn't unusual
for players to be identified by last name only in newspaper accounts of games.

So I put out a call asking if anyone knew Shields' first name.

No response.

But I finally managed to find out.

It's Chuck. Chuck Shields. (Funny, I always thought it was going to be Clyde.)

Here's what happened.

On July 27, 2010, I came across this huge book at work -- actually, I had seen it years ago,
when the Internet was only a glimmer in Al Gore's eye -- containing three or four Derricks that
commemorated the City of Oil City's 75th anniversary in 1946.

These papers contained three photos and stories about Oil City teams from yesteryear -- the
1907, 1909 and 1914 editions.

So I was reading about the 1914 team, and there it was -- Chuck Shields!!!! (Picture the Snoopy
is happy dance at this point.)

But there's more.

Included in the article was an interesting anecdote about Shields. It reads:

"Then earlier in the season, the Oilers were in Edinboro meeting the State Normal juggernaut
when one of the local gridders practically had his pants pulled off him when tackled by one of
the tutors-to-be.

"The unfortunate player was Chuck Shields, a star half back who now is an army major and also
a veteran of World War I. Shields was ripping off a sizeable gain, recalls Andy Harper, who was
a member of the team, when a tackler grabbed him by the pants.



"The pants were practically ripped in two and almost came off the embarrassed Shields. His
mates immediately came to the rescue by forming a ring around him. The pants were repaired
the best way possible and the game went on."

The article later mentioned that Shields presently resided in Pittsburgh and "brought victory"
against Corry with his 93-yard run.

Updates on the 1914, 1909 and 1907 can be found in the Year-by-Year Records section.
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